New Feature Highlights
OriginPro offers all of the features of Origin plus extended
analysis tools for statistics, 3D fitting, image processing and
signal processing. With so much analytical power, OriginPro
is the software of choice for those who want a single data
analysis and graphing solution.

Statistics
Now OriginPro provides the most frequently used advanced
statistical tests that you would only expect to find in dedicated
statistics software.
@ Expanded Parametric Hypothesis Testing Tools:
		 One/Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA
		 One Sample Chi-Square Test for Variance
		 Two Sample F Test for Variance
		 Confidence Levels for One Sample Chi-square Variance
		 Confidence Levels for Two Sample F Variance
@ Expanded Nonparametric Hypothesis Testing Tools:
		 Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (one/paired sample)
		 Mann-Whitney Test
		 Wilcoxon Matched Pair Test
		 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA
		 Mood’s Median Test
		 Friedman ANOVA
		 Paired Sample Sign Test
		 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test
		 Run Simultaneous NPH tests
@ New Survival Analysis Tools:
		 Survival Function Comparison:
			 Log-rank
			 Breslow
			 Tarone Ware
		 Weibull Fit

@ Expanded Descriptive Statistics Tools:
		 Correlation Coefficient
		 Discrete Frequency
		 Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Lilliefors Normality Test
@ ROC Curves
@ Power and Sample Size

3D Surface Fitting
OriginPro 8 allows you to fit 3D XYZ and matrix data using one
of the nineteen built-in models or your own custom formula. The fit
surface is automatically displayed with your raw data.

Baseline and Peak Analysis with the Peak Analyzer
The Peak Analyzer is an all-in-one, wizard-based tool that includes
the ability to define and create a baseline, locate peak height and
centers, and integrate peaks. In OriginPro, the capabilities of the
Peak Analyzer are expanded to include peak fitting.
Settings in the Peak Analyzer can be saved to a theme file and used
for future peak analysis. Batch processing can even be performed by
programmatically using the settings for the theme in script.
@ Automatically detect and create a baseline, specify a constant value
or dataset to be used as the baseline, or manually create one.
@ Connect the baseline via interpolation using a line, Spline,
or B-Spline connection or fit the baseline using one of thirteen
fitting models. Models include, line, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th order
polynomials, and several exponential growth and decay models.
@ Subtract the baseline

@ Automatically locate peaks using one of five methods: local
maximum, window search, 1st derivative, 2nd derivative, or residue
after 1st derivative - the latter two best suited to find hidden peaks.
@ Integrate peaks with respect to Y=0 or a defined baseline. Report
includes: peak area, percent area, beginning/ending X, peak
center, peak height, FWHM, left/right half widths, peak centroid.
@ Fit multi-peak datasets. Fit different peaks in the same dataset to
different fitting functions.
@ Automatic parameter initialization. Graphically adjust peak
parameter values (center, height). Fix and share parameters.
Apply weighting. Apply upper and lower bounds.
@ Output peak parameter results (fit parameters, fit statistics), fit curve
data, and residuals to separate sheets in source data workbook.
@ Generate presentation-quality peak characterization reports with
up to 20 peak report values or create your own custom report.
Display overall and individual fit curves, generate confidence and
prediction bands, and plot residuals.

Signal Processing
OriginPro builds upon Origin’s commonly-used signal processing
tools by offering Coherence, 2D FFT, short-time Fourier Transform,
Hilbert Transform and Wavelet analysis.
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